
Why does the (Lazy) algorithm work?

Preliminaries:

A schedule is a sequence 0, 1, 2, . . . of positions each of which may be occupied by at most
one job. All jobs in the schedule are required to complete before their deadlines. Thus,

Proposition 1: If a job’s deadline is N , then it may occupy any of the positions from
0 to N − 1 and no other positions if it is to complete before its deadline.

The following algorithm is used to place jobs into a schedule so that all scheduled jobs
complete before their deadlines. The algorithm uses an array called deadline idx which
is initialized as follows.

deadline idx[i]= i − 1

Also initially all positions in the schedule are unoccupied. In the algorithm the list
{i1, i2, . . . , im} identifies the schedule positions for which execution of i = deadline idx[i]
hit an occupied position: i1 is the most recent hit, im is the first hit, and the other ele-
ments are in order from first to most recent.

Algorithm:

Let a job with deadline X be input.
Set i = X

do i = deadline idx[i] until deadline idx[i] == −1 or position i is unoccupied
for all j ∈ {i1, i2, ..., im} set deadline idx[j] = deadline idx[i]

if deadline idx[i] ≥ 0 do the following:
Let the input job occupy position i.

Otherwise
Toss the job

Theorem 1: After a run, for all i, for all k s.t. deadline idx[i] < k < i, position k is
occupied.

Proof: This is true initially because all positions are unoccupied, deadline idx[i] = i−1,
and there is no k for which i − 1 < k < i. Suppose the hypothesis is true after h runs of
the algorithm, h ≥ 1, and a new, h+1st, run is executed with an input job of deadline X.
It will be shown that the hypothesis is true after the new run as well. Let {i1, i2, ...im}
be the schedule positions where i = deadline idx[i] is executed. Suppose position i (at
the end) is not -1. By hypothesis,

for all j s.t. deadline idx[i] < j < deadline idx[i1] and
j s.t. deadline idx[i1] < j < deadline idx[i2] and
...
j s.t. deadline idx[im] < j < deadline idx[X] and
j s.t. deadline idx[X] < j < X, position j is occupied.

Also, positions deadline idx[i1], deadline idx[i2], ..., deadline idx[X] are occupied
due to the condition of the first loop. So, for all j such that deadline idx[i] < j < X,



position j is occupied. Since for all j ∈ {i1, i2, ...im}, j < X, the theorem follows. Suppose
position i (at the end) is -1. The same argument as above applies.

Theorem 2: If position i is occupied and i = deadline idx[i] is applied starting at
position X without reaching an unoccupied i, then for all 0 ≤ k < X position k is
occupied.

Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 2.

Theorem 3: The algorithm schedules the job if and only if the job can be scheduled to
complete before its deadline. If the algorithm schedules the job it will be scheduled to
complete before its deadline.

Proof:
-> Since deadline idx[X] < X always, i is always less than X during the first loop,
and i is always decreasing in the loop. If an unoccupied position is found during the
loop, the job is scheduled at that position and will complete before its deadline because,
by Proposition 1, a job scheduled for any position less than X will complete before its
deadline.
<- Suppose the algorithm does not find an unoccupied position. From Theorem 1, there
is no unoccupied position after deadline idx[X] and before X. From Theorem 2, there is
no unoccupied position from 0 to deadline idx[X]. Therefore, there are no unoccupied
positions from 0 to X − 1 and therefore the job cannot be scheduled to complete before
its deadline.


